Introducing the:

TC-150 LEAF EXPRESS

ALL ALUMINUM
KIT CONVERTS
YOUR TC-120
ULTRA INTO A
10YD LEAF BOX

TC-150 LEAF EXPRESS KIT
- Kit fits any full-size (8’) TC-120 ULTRA aluminum pickup dump
- Holds ten cubic yards of leaves or grass
- Made of .090 thick, grade 5052 formed aluminum
- Bolted assembly & installation requires less than 4 hours
- Kit includes pre-drilled panels, mesh tarp, bungees, struts how - everything you need
- Removable, swing-out tailgate has area for your vacuum snorkel (Hole not cut)
- Stainless steel corner tubes for rigid strength
- Kit ships flat on skid; Assm’d wt - 263 lbs; Shipping wt 295 lbs
- Hardtop model available; Assm’d wt - 287 lbs; Shipping wt 324 lbs
- One year factory warranty

TC-150 Leaf Express

TC-150 Leaf Express Insert
- Dumps 7,000 lbs; Weighs 500 lbs; Holds 2.4 cu yds water level

TruckCraft Corporation, Chambersburg, PA 1-800-755-3867 www.TruckCraft.com
Tools for the Professional

Aluminum & Stainless
Tempered Aluminum
Convert Your Pickup
1-Ton Model Available
All Aluminum & Stainless

1-Ton Model Available